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This was the third seminar of a series of joint UNECE-EurAsEC seminars on trade facilitation and data 
harmonization. The first seminar (Moscow, October 2006, hosted by the Headquarters of EurAsEC and the 
Chamber of Commerce of the Russian Federation) focused on trade facilitation, the Single Window, Data 
Harmonization and the UNECE Harmonization Convention; the second (Almaty, October 2007, hosted by 
the EurAsEC Customs cooperation secretariat) added to the topics of DH and SW practical advice on 
implementing the Single Administrative Document (SAD) of the European Union, as requested by the 
EurAsEC countries, which had decided to adopt the SAD since 1 January 2007. The third Seminar in St. 
Petersburg was hosted by the Interparliamentary Assembly (IPA) of EurAsEC, and concentrated on (1) the 
legal aspects of DH, SW and SAD and (2) practical examples of data harmonization given by UNECE, EC, 
UN/CEFACT and EU Member State experts. Harmonization of legislation has been one of the strong sides 
of the work of EurAsEC, with which UNECE has a MoU for cooperation. The element that is sometimes 
lacking is the link to international and European standards, including in the area of trade facilitation and 
document exchange.   
 
The seminar was co-organized by UNECE and the IPA of EurAsEC. Following the demand of EurAsEC, 
UNECE organized a capacity-building seminar to assist the EurAsEC countries in (a) familiarizing with the 
key issues in building an enabling legal environment for DH, SW and the SAD; (b) understanding the 
functions and procedures of the SAD used in the EU and based on the UN Layout Key (UNECE 
Recommendation 1); (c) obtaining better knowledge of DH as a key step in implementing the SAD, building 
Single Window systems and developing electronic trade document exchange. The seminar got strong 
support from experts from EC and UN/CEFACT, and very active participation of experts from the three 
countries developing a Customs Union (Belarus, Russian Federation and Kazakhstan) plus Kyrgyzstan. 
Lauri Rajlas from Finland presented UN/CEFACT draft Recommendation 35 on the legal aspects of 
establishing a Single Window. Two EC DG TAXUD experts (J-L. Delcourt and E. Kanovska), two experts 
from neighbouring countries (Finland and Lithuania) and Michael Dill, a UN/CEFACT expert, presented 
the SAD procedure and led the discussion on it with the experts from the EurAsEC Worlking Group on the 
SAD. The experts estimated the external assistance in negotiating the EurAsEC SAD as extremely valuable. 
The UN/CEFACT expert Michael Dill presented some best practice examples, but also model electronic 
versions of the Russian Customs Goods Declaration (basically the SAD) and a Certificate of Origin (CoO). 
Participants in the seminar (30) included representatives from national Customs agencies, ministries of 
trade, agriculture and foreign affairs, the EurAsEC IPA and the EurAsEC Customs Cooperation Committee.  
 
On the basis of the results of the seminar, common projects started to be developed with the countries’ 
Chambers of Commerce and Industry and the business community on implemening electronic documents 
based on UN standards, data harmonization and modelling techniques. Recommendations were adopted for 
the next steps in building the environment for a Single Window and electronic commerce in the EurAsEC 
Member States. A decision was initiated by the hosts to organize such seminars on a regular basis (e.g. 
annually). Two electronic documents (following the Russian paper original) were prepared and presented to 
the participants. The seminar strengthened the initiative on trade facilitation, data harmonization and the 
Single Window in the EurAsEC countries. It raised much interest (and demand for further capacity-building 
from UNECE for the EurAsEC countries) in the legal and legislative harmonization issues.  
 

Thematic focus Venue Date Total participants 
TF, SW and DH St. Petersburg, Russia 24-26 Sept. 2008 30 

 


